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SWOT analysis of ETH 1.x

Strengths

• Hosts thousands of applications, underpins a fast-developing ecosystem of composable

(interoperable) and decentralised finance protocols as well as the majority of stable coins

activity

• Hosts $100bn+ in assets

• Settles more than $1tn in transactions annually

-> it is the most used blockchain in the world

Weaknesses

• Can handle just around 30 transactions per second: cannot serve as a globally scalable

DeFi infrastructure (Decentralised Finance) - small scale speculative boom of Summer

2020 pushed Ethereum to its limit

-> not ready for mainstream adoption under current architecture

Threats

• Transactions fees level

One of the main threat to ETH 1.x is the relatively high transaction fees that can occur at

time, because of the scalability issues generating congestion on the chain and therefore

higher fees. Graphs below show the volatility of transaction fees on Ethereum, as well as the

comparatively high level of fees, compared to Bitcoin, at time of congestion.

Comparison of total transactions fees on BTC and on ETH (Messari)

• Competition

Because of the scalability and transaction fees issues, other blockchains are being launched

as competitors (Polkadot, Solana, Cosmos...). As of now, Ethereum is still vastly dominant.

ETH average transaction fee (ycharts.com)

Opportunities

(ETH 2.0)

ETH 2.0 is expected to increase:

• scalability: throughput increased in term of TPS (transactions per second), from currently

~30 to maybe 100k (thanks to combination of rollups and shards) – see next slide

• security: stakers can lose all their stake if they behave maliciously, serving as a major

deterrent to launching attacks. Also reduces the practical feasibility of a 51% attack

• energy efficiency: PoS (proof of stake) eliminates the need to burn enormous amounts of

electricity (mining process described by Buterin, as early as 2014, as “effectively burning

computational power on useless calculations to secure the blockchain network”)

without compromising on:

• accessibility

• decentralisation: PoS avoids the main risks in PoW blockchain (hash-power centralisation, 

manufacturer centralisation and geographic centralisation) by being more accessible to 

more participants, meaning

• no economies of scale to PoS

• costs to participate to PoS are low
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ETH 2.0 : 3 main concepts

Sharding

This is a partitioning of the blockchain across smaller pieces (subgroup of nodes) called shards, which run in

parallel and link back to each other. The ETH 2.0 is divided into 64 shards, each having a dynamic subset of nodes

processing blocks of transactions

Beacon chain

This is the spinal cord of ETH 2.0, it ties together the concepts of PoS and Sharding.

• Stores and manages the registry of validators and their stakes

• Nominates the chosen block proposer for each shard at each step

• Organizes validators into committees to vote on the proposed blocks

• Applies the consensus rules

• Applies rewards and penalties to validators

• Is an anchor point on which the shards register their states to facilitate cross-shard transactions

• Randomness provision (shuffling from a committee of validators to be assigned to each shard block)

Proof of stake (PoS)

Source: Coindesk

What

Category of consensus algo for public blockchain that depends on validator's economic stakes

in the network as opposed to Proof of Work (PoW, currently used by BTC, ETH 1.x) which

depends on miners. ETH 2.0 moves the ethereum blockchain from PoW to PoS. The PoS

protocole used on ETH 2.0 is called Casper.

Why

• increases security

• increases energy efficiency

• reduces centralisation risk

• ensures participation in the consensus process remains as democratic and open as

possible: anyone with 32 ETH is able to run a validator without expensive infrastructure

cost or strict maintenance requirements

In practice, apart from the required 32 ETH for deposit, the running cost is estimated at only

$120 per year to run a beacon node and validator client.

How

32 ERH are deposited into a smart contract on ETH 1.x. An equal amount of ETH is created on

ETH 2.0, and user can put these up as collateral to become a validator. The new ETH cannot

be sent back to ETH 1.x, it stays on ETH 2.0 until the 2 chains eventually merge and the

duplicate ETH one ETH 1.x is destroyed
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Delivery and transition roadmap

Given the complexity of launching ETH 2.0, coupled with the fact that Ethereum cannot afford a disruption to ETH

1.x, as it already supports a massive and growing ecosystem, the ETH 2.0 launch process is staggered across

several phases over a multi-year period.

Phase 0

• Launch of the Beacon Chain and ETH 2.0 PoS validator set

• This has been postponed, but finally happened on December 1st, 2020.

• The launch was subject to a minimum 524,288 ETH locked in the deposit contract

(32x64x256). This minimum threshold was overcome on Nov 23rd. Since then, the amount

of ETH deposited has exploded (2.4m ETH locked in deposit)

Source: Etherscan analytics

Phase 1

• Extension of the Beacon Chain PoS into 64 shards

• At this stage, smart contracts will not be supported, but scaling solutions like rollups (ZK-

rollups) will be available to verify data from the shards. ~100k TPS expected

• ETA: Q4 21

Phase 1.5

• ETH 1.x becomes a shard within ETH 2.0's network

• No change to ETH 1.x, only the consensus layer on the original blockchain swaps from PoW

to PoS

• ETA 2022

Phase 2
• Smart contract execution capabilities delivered within the shards

• ETA 2023
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Discussion on market impacts

ETH price

• Impact of ETH 2.0 roll out on ETH price is not obvious

• Initially, a portion of the ETH inventory is taken out of circulation and locked into Phase 0 deposit. This is

probably not enough to severely impact price, as the size of the deposit is still relatively small: for now, 2.4m

ETH out of a total supply of 110m, i.e. slightly over 2%

• More important factors will be the lower inflation on ETH 2.0 (expected to be well below 1%, i.e. reinforcing

ETH property as a store of value), and the overall better value proposition (much higher energy efficiency,

much higher throughput and lower network fees) that should fuel an even wider ecosystem and adoption

DeFi

• The current lending rate on ETH is ~0.2% on DeFi platforms (these will be the focus of a paper to come)

• The expected interest rate on ETH staked on ETH 2.0 is 20% annual, assuming 500k ETH are staked overall, 

down to 7% if 5m ETH are staked, and 5% for 10m

Source: Coindesk, based on Activate data

• The rates above assume validators run their own machines. Staking-as-a-platform services exist (Coinbase, 

Binance...) that provide a reduced yield but take care of the operational things beyond depositing ETH. 

• In any case, the interest rate is therefore an order of magnitude larger than the lending rate. However, the deposit 

is locked up for an unknown period of time (until ETH 1.x and ETH 2.0 merge), so the higher interest might well be 

only a legitimate reward for the level of risk taken (such merge might never happen) and it is not obvious that ETH 

will be moved from DeFi apps (dapps) onto ETH 2.0 deposit contract

• However, the PoS protocole will surely give rise to new products and marketplaces, for instance to pool ETH for 

deposit.

Sources used for this paper (non exhaustive):

• Messari: ETH 2.0: The next evolution of the cryptoeconomy

• Coindesk: Ethereum 2.0: How it works and why it matters

• Ethereum.org, Consensys.net, Coinmonks, Etherscan


